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In February the Evaulating Committee of the Middle Globe Associat:Lon of Institutions and Tertiary
Schools met to discuss Centenary's
rating and to make suggestions for
any improvement. The committee
reached a unanimous decisionCentenary should be condemned!
Students have been given one week
in which to evacuate the school. An
extensive rehabilitation program
will then begin. C. J. C. is not only
unfit to house four hundred and
twenty students but its equipment
I and regulations are most detrimental to the educational program.
The many needed improvements
recommended at C. J. C. are surprising, to say the least. The committee
was "shocked" to see the food
through in the dining room and appalled at the way in which the food
was shoveled into feed bags for the
students.
In Centenary's new Little Theatre
they chalked a large black X on the
front door due to the poor construction of the orange-crate seats. Upon
questioning the students, the committee uncovered the fact that many
students had crawled to the infirmary due to splinters from the seats.
The students had raised "rump"uses.
The committee said that the
chapel conduct of the faculty who
are supposed. to set a
od
1

Because the faculty are always
complaining about Centenary students' conduct, they often times
fail to see some of their own obnoxious habits, which are quite
embarrassing to us students of late.
The faculty's conduct in the dining
room has been steadily growing
worse, and we have decided that
something must be done to improve
this situation. We students have
been trying to set a high example
of how to enter the dining room
properly; however, our efforts have
gone unheeded and the faculty still
persist on rushing, and mobbing in
to make sure they capture seats.
Then, without waiting until after
the prayer, they grab rolls and butter, pour milk, yell to friends
across the room, and perform other
unmannerly actions. Their raucous
behavior is most deplorable and is
rather discouraging to the students
who try to make the dining room
a pleasant, restful place in which
Shown above at a recent meeting are the members of the Middle Globe Association of Institutions
to eat. They are at their worst when
we are entertaining important a~d Te:tiary ~chools. ~he accredi:l:ors have seen C. J. C. inside and out and at the time of this picture were
guests. It is then that they sing the dlscussmg var1ous pertment facts. Rastus Yarbots, ch:tirman of the commi:l::l:ee, seated at the head of the
table as he excoriates the practice of keeping the fron ·: gates closed. The other members are, (lef:l: to right)
loudest, proclaiming engagements, Sham Shovel, who in reality is a private eye in :l:rou':>le because he unlawfully acquired the policeman's
pinnings,
birthdays, sympathies, hat he is ~earing. Next is G:rtie Goi:l:er who. h~s just observed that the flamingos are flying low this seadays left before the week-end, et son: Next 1s our own Dean H1ght, next Mergeuo1d. Deflatamouse of Greystone Collegiate Institute; The
cetra. If these disgraceful behavor- chatr'":llan, Mr. Rastus Yarbots; Kerchoo Geshundhelt of_ Golde~rod Tech who is contemplating the wei~hty .illV?S .. most disft::·acef'..!l~o Fir=~Yam,.~he~
isms are not toned down to make ' issues on hand. Next are Miss Spence and Dr. Du Bois of tlie Centenary faculty.
way they skip~ in to the jazzy beatour meals more enjoyable, then
of Smitty's drums; secondly, the
drastic steps should be taken in
sacreligious way in which they
order to raise the standards and
munch on fruit and chew terbacky
manners of our faculty. We sincereduring the en tire singing of the
ly hope that they will correct these
New plans have been made for the Alma Mater, "Black and Blue ForThe
three
sororities
here
at
Cenwrongdoings before any steps have
annual formal dance which precedes ever".
tenary, Peithologian, (or Peith)
to be taken.
Other weaknesses that were
graduation each year. The feeling
Diokologian, (or Diok), and CallisoOn April 16, the entire school will has been that this occasion has been brought to the attention of the C. J.
phian, (popularly known as Cal)
too much the product of out-moded. C. board were as follows: the idea
have started a new movement on
campus. Men will now be admitted tour several states and visit many tradition. This year guests will be of having only two books in the
educaUonal sights namely, Holly- greeted at the front gate by the library, namely "The Sex Life of
Due to recent and not-so- recent to these organizations. It is felt by
the South American Female Flea"
disturbances on campus, the admin- the officers and members that men wood, Delmar Racetrack, and Ber- nursery school pupils who in turn and the "Principles of Hog Calling";
muda
where
each
student
will
obwill
introduce
them
to
the
receivwill
prove
to
be
a
definite
asset.
istration has found it beneficial to
ing line. Instead of the usual for- having the students trudge up to
students and faculty alike to form '.rheir presence will be valuable in tain 15 lessons in sunbathing.
mal introductions, it will be the room 31 was unheard of; an elevator
many
respects.
They
have
unique
the C. R. P. (Centenary Rearmament
President Seay made this startling practice this year to just say, "Hiya must be installed. Due to a recent
Program), The headquarters for ideas for activities and stimulate announcement in Chapel last Tues- Seay . . . remember me?" and slip experiment of detecting unknowns
underground campus activities, Van attendance at monthly meetings say day morning, because he feels that him the grip.
in Mr. Bunsen Burnhard's chemistry
Wiggle Hall, has been equipped with Garol, Cwen and Gappy, presidents, the faculty and student body will
lab, that large opening to the sky
Since
formal
clothes
are
so
unmoving spotlights, machine gun tur- who add that 72 boys from nearby need a vacation after going home comfortable, shorts will be worn by has been made. They think the furrets, a well-trained corps of armed colleges already have pledged. They for spring recess. Dean Hight ex- .girls and levis by the boys. These lined bath tubs for frigid girls unguards, and an efficient detective will be formally initiated after pas- pressed the desires of the faculty to cLothes will lend themselves well healthy. They were brought to a
from Scotland Yard who some may sing a series of exams.
shocking standstill when they enpay all expenses except noxema.
to the activities that are planned.
readily recognize as Captain Wither_
The trip will start at 4:30 a. m.
Barrels of brew will be set up on countered the students' laundry
spoon.
Wednesday, April 16, when the stu- the lawn where all can fill their strung across campus by wire which
Those with a keen eye may have
dents will be awakened by the mugs and join in the singing. Mr. was attached from dorm to dorm
noticed the slow movement of our
Rutgers Glee Club and Lafayettte Smith has been asked to play "Dixie- and from tree to smoke stack.
bullet-proof tower during the wee
The library, besides its disgraceful
Mrs. Fitz has asked us to announce Choir serenading each doom, in a land" on the .piano. Checked table
hours of the morning. This, of
cloths and candles in bottles will claim of only two books, is not at all
that the students please come to the traditional farewell manner.
course, is a radio station equipped
On this day, the Golden Gates of replace the old formal setting and well-equipped. There are only three
mail lounge and pick up their mail.
with radar and is simply a prephones and these are in constant use
C.
J. c. will open and one hundred Japanese lantern theme.
The boxes have become so stuffed
cautionary measure.
Rather than have the modern and never available to the overflow
that the surplus letters are spilling limousines with Princeton and Yale
One of our most ingenious devices
out on the lounge floor. This is not chauffeurs will take us to the dance club perform, we have been of students who came to discuss the
is in plain view in front of Log Hall.
only messy but also a real fire chartered planes which will leave f~rtunate e~o~gh ~o obtain the ser- weighty issues of the day. One stuIf you have noticed the peculiar
v~ce of .scmtlllat~ng Sue and her dent informed the committee that
hazard. Let's help out, girls, and La Guardia at 9:00 a. m., April 16 .
construction of iron made up of
Five Fnsky Follies dancers. The because of one night spent in the
no matter how much it inconThe next few days wil be spent
horizontal and vertical bars which
veniences you. Drop around at least getting acquainted with the stew- queen has already been chosen be- library when all phones were in
is camouflaged during the day by
once a week to see what's in your ards, who are from Colgate and cause of her outstanding beauty. The use, it was not until the following
many small varieties of the human
lovely Yasmin Gookinheimer pictur- morning that she received the tragic
mail box.
Cornell.
species, it may interest you to know
ed in this issue will reign over the news-the death of her pet mouse.
that this is wired underground and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Once we reach California Dean Brawl.
In the dormitories the swinging
is controlled by a small lever in ground shelter was recently dis- Hight will pass out personal envehammocks are a definite hazzard.
Charles Adam's apartment. A flow covered. by Miss Banya Tarker when, lopes to each student containing
Also during a fire drill one perBig Type Announcement fectly sane girl was known to have
of electrical current is released by during her afternoon stroll across money which can be used for our
slight pressure of the forefinger on campus, she accidently unearthed own pleasures.
I We are asked to announce that the walked into her closet instead of
the lever which will immediately the entrance across the gym. Of
After Hollywood we will visit ad'ministration would. greatly ap- the exit, due to the ridiculous regudiscourage the movement of the course, after she was extricated Berm~da where M~ine yniversity's preciate it if all Centenar
irls lation of tying paper bags over your
heart of any intruder.
Y g
from the tunnel she was sworn to able mstructors Will give 15 free
heads.
lessons in the art of sunbathing.
would bring their cars to school
Our laboratory which is quickly secrecy.
After reading these criticisms you
Needless to say we are all looking with them. This would take a great will undoubtedly understand the
spotted by the C. C. I. (Corporation
All the information on this profor Chemical ]mprovement) written gram is not yet available to the forward to this fabulous excursion. load off Labar, Greyhound, and reason for immediate evacuation.
on the side is a beehive of activity general public. However, anyone The only important items to re- Lackawanna. The gym department However, due to the demand of the
under the auspices of Mr. Dumb.
who is genuinely interested may re- member are baby oil, sun glasses,
students, who insist we continue
is willing to give up the tennis classes off campus, the entire CenThe main building, of course, is ceive more detailed information by bathing suits, and a white skirt.
Don't forget to circle April 16 on courts and. athletic field for a park- tenary Family will take up resithe center of our program of rearma- sending an Airmail Special Delivery
ment. It's connection with the under- letter to: Spilled Bil:ge Stafi.
your calendar today!
ing lot.
dence at the Candlelight Inn.
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Campus Portraits
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the students of Centenary Junior College,
Hackettstown, New Jersey.

Censors
''MEMO" BLACHFORD
LOCKHART

Chief Bilge Spiller

Associate Bitge Spiller

GERNICE BAAL

BARY MAITH FUTLER

Sary Mou Lteuber

Creature Editor

T arol Camojon

Cartoony EditOt"

Mane

Sporty Sport ·Editor

J~.rston

Karolyn Copf

Cash~Caller

So-rma Ntrohm

Bilge Spreader Manager

Getumnewsers: B. Clucas, R. Hilldring, J. Kratt, M. Ramey,
G. Warden, G. Whitney, M. Regan, D. Baer, J. Banse,
B. Brown, B. Coates D. Gorin M. Daly, N. Davis, M.
Foster, S. Holmes, S. Joseph, J. Krupnick, M. Mattheiss,
C. Miller, S. O'Brian, S. Sigmund, J. Weaber, and G.
Webster.
Getumadsers: C. Clark, J. Burt, N. Carey;, N. Cunningham,
M. Cushman, S. Kolb, C. Unicapher, P. Van Dyke.
Typeumupers: C. Blocher B. Buchanan, B. Case, D. Fox, M.
Bacon L. DeLorenzo, M. Barto, D. Tighe.
Giveumouters: C. Skinner, S. Gibson, C. Payne, L Freeman
J. Fried, J. Griffiths, Z. Forman, B. Berger, D. DeHuller, L. D. Lorenzo, M. Latchford.

Known for her mystic personality
and great ability for participating
in school affairs, Lynina Clotora
Plumtree is our campus personality
of the week.
Lynina, "Plumy" for short, hails
from Lake-of-the Muddy-iBotton,
Oregon. She was busy in high
school in many activities including
football, crew races and head printer
for the school paper. Although
"Plumy" is from a small town, her
cosmopolitan ideas have influenced
many girls here at Centenary. She
introduced the Squaw poodletail
haircut and unauragurated the tradiJ
tion to wear grey at dinner.
At Centenary, "Plumy" has proved her great abilities. She cleans out
By his time you have undoubtedly heard the good 11 the pool after the Aquatic Club has
news. The cry of the year has finally been taken up bv the met, places the periods at the end of
· d
~
all the sentences written for the
d k ·
f acuIty. 0 ur pea
I has been recognize
an ta en 1nto sen- Spilled Ink. and is honorary custodous consideration.
ian of the Senior Class. She won the
On January 2~ 1981 the Centenarv Board of Direc- archery award despite the fact that
' 1·1cat e d meeting
:.
b eh"1nd c1osed hole
an arrow fell ac·cidently and bore a
tors h eld a Iong an'd comp
in her head.
windows. The members of Student Council also met to Next year "Plumy" plans to rediscuss the problem that has been confronting them for so I turn to Lake-of-the Muddy-Bottom
long. They finally decided to put the question up to you- and work in her Father's Black·
Id ff
th
smith Shop. We think that marriage
you w h om 1t wou e ect e most.
will soon be since "Plumy" just
For years now Centenary's vacations have not coin- received a Deke-Zet-iCipi-Tau pin
cided with those of other colleges. For two years now we from a guy who attends :the Colwould just get home ready for an outstanding vacation, lege of Presaturated Chemists.

I

•h
Get W If 1t..

I

only to find that our friends have left to resume studies at
their respective -colleges. Since, with our full social\
New Courses
calendar it is impossible to re-schedule vacation periods, There are quite a few new courses
there is only one possible answer-eliminate them al-1 being ~ffered this semester at c.
together. We feel that everyone would benefit 0O'reatlv hv ~· C. First, .and. doubtless t?e most
•
•
•
•
•
"'
Important. IS the course m HopthiS Improvement. Students could catch up on theu extra scotch. These classes are held near
work and teachers could insert a pre-exainination period Van Winkle Hall. If you would like
which would more than aid the 0cirls to obtain top marks on to learn about the ~sychological ef· f" I
fects and other details, see your adthell' 1na s.
visor.
To pass this splendid resolution, we need the utmost A very interesting course, one
cooperation of every C. J. C. student. Let's get behind which I am sure you will find most
this 100 per cent girls. In this way it may be possible to us~ul, is t~e ~rt of applying nail
'
.
'
polish. This Is a two-semester
graduate early. June thud has been suggested.
course. During the first semester
So once more, girls, we urge you to give us the back- you can learn to apply polish on
ing we need. vVith unity and conscious effort we C.NN and your fing:r nails, while the second
.
. .
.
semester IS devoted to concentrating
we WIDL abohsh these ridiCulous and useless vacations on removing it. This is a very neceswhen no one is home but the dogs.
sary course to anyone who desires

QUESTION-In all sincerity. would you like to liTe with
a GOCOLEMPIAMAT?
1. KOSHA MOONSHINE -

2.

3.

4.

5.

My
goodness--"NO!! .. . . I'd sooner
live with a poisonous snake.
MORTIA PLOOP - By all
means, yes, providing we both
had first period classes.
"'IIORTILLIA SNAiRJL-To tell
you the truth, I've never given
it much thought, but now you've
got me wondering. I .guess it
wouldn't be so bad at that!
IGNATZ SCHiiMILWE~T.I'ZER
Yahl . . . A good idea . . . but
wouldn't it be a little hard on
the cleaning woman?
MALIMA1RWETMOP-I

Fashion Notes

Lost and Found
Lost

Males View C. J. C. Styles
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1 furry, fuzzy cat. Answers to the
The other day three young members of the male species were seen name of Sneezy. If found, return to
wandering around the C. J. C. M. B. box 33.
campus. It seems they were reAn Eeta Gamma Beta Theta Psi
porters from different college newspapers, on the lookout for the latest Chi Alpha Zeta pin. Send to S. 0. S.
women's fashions. After a day of box 122345!.
$
$
$
browsing around and taking notes,
1 room mate . . . last seen two
they returned to their respective
campi to hand in their reports. The weeks ago when she left for her
following week, upon reading their first period class at 4:12.
11<
$
"'
~
college journals, we found comOne bath tub. If found, return to
ments such as these:
"At Centenary Junior College D. D. T.
they have a great tradition. Instead
One gold tooth capping. Needed
of wearing the usual type of clothing to dinner, they all wear a soft to pawn :for money for a trip home.
*
*
*
*
grey-and it looks so nice to see
1 Civilization on Trial by Toynthem all in the same color."
bee It found ... bury it! !
As for the gymsuits:
*
*
$
~
"I understand they're trying out
a new fabric for gymsuits this year.
Found
I~'s a wrinkled material, something
1 Dairy-Maid chocolate covered
like seersucker. Even the collars raisin
and sleeves are wrinkled! And the j
· •
"'
*
.,
new style in sneak~rs is the op~nThe sure way to make $1,000,000.
~oe grey sneaker with sole flappmg in 1 day. Contact #6904 Sing-Sing.

m~~~

*

•

*

"'

And on the typical class outfit:
103 bluebirds . . . someone plea&e
"They all look so fresh and neat claim . . . I'm too happy.
going to classes, with their baggy,
knotted grey shirts (grey seems to
be the favorite shade this spring).
A touch of white showing just below the hemline on one side adds Tyrone:
interest to a drab skirt. It is called
Please come home. All is forgiven.
the "Slip Dip". The latest fad for Daddykins will buy you a new
shoes is to go out and buy a brand- Cadillac.
-Mommykins
•
•
$
$
new, shiny pair of loafers, then
brutally tear off the heels, and slop Joe:
around with your heels hitting the
Meet me and Sam . . . corner 3rd
floor with a thud. Very attractive! and Grand. Bring the stuff.
But then it is the fad. (If it were
-Dangerous Dan
the fad to cut off one's right arm,
"
*
.,.
.,
they would all do it!)
Ignatz:
Another popular style around
This is your last chance. Please
Centenary is grey, flannel things
come into the woods and join the
which resemble pants that they are
wonderful uncivilized life.
gradually losing, and. which they
.......Nature Boy
call "Bermuda shorts.'
'
We heard that the three disillusioned young men are now putting ' hanging out, drooping slips, and
on a campaign to stop these white bucks sans heels. And just
styles. They are walking around, guess which girls' college banner
wearing kilts, with their shirttails! they are sporting.!

Personals

I

Campus Queen

to have attractive hands.
As soon as the warm weather arrives, a whittling class will be held
.on the athletic field. This class will
have a theme song which is to be
sung while working. It is "Whittle
a Happy Tune."
Our C. J. C. gals are becoming
very athletic. Due to popular demand we shall have a course in
gymnastics. The apparatus for these
classes is now up in front of Lotte
Hall.
Our last new course is Knitting I
and !JI. A prerequisite for Knitting
H is Knitting I or its equivalent.
For more facts on these courses,
consult either your counselor or a
current catalo.g.

wouldn't dr~am of it! That's the
same as committing suicide.
6. S.ASTIA OLOBBER:FlORD~I've
•been living with one for almost fifty years, and my only
complaint is that we both root
for different baseball teams.
7. GONDOLA PIRIMP----Certainly
NOT . . . Why the VIERY idea!
Yesterday we stopped one of our
.Just what kind of a girl do you
C. J. C. girls on her way to class
think I am? ? ? '!
and asked her what her most thrilI'm sure you'll all be interested in ling experience of late had been.
knowing that if you're living with Sibe replied: "Why, it was the other
a GOCOLEMlPI.AIMAT, its just the night when I dreamed I went to
same as if you were living with a the Freshman Dance in my CenP'IGMOLJAGOC.
tenary jacket."

This is a rare etching of that campus queen. Yasmin Gookinheimer.
The reader has only to look at this picfure and study her fine features
and typical American Girl look to see that Yasmin will inevitably be
crowned queen at the President's Brawl. The President himself was
heard to say. "Never before has there been a girl with such genuine
beauty among the members of the Centenary Family. I can sincerely say
that Yasmin Gookinheimer cuts out all competition and there is no
doubt that I will be ;placing the erown on he:r lo?ely pointed head
W.June..ea

